
Working on a geospatial
p roject without hearing
the words “integration”
or “interoperability” is
almost impossible these

days. Another popular phrase (derived fro m
the “data-to-wisdom pyramid”) is stepping
up to join them: “knowledge management.” 

The data-to-wisdom pyramid’s bro a d
foundation of data is topped by a layer of
i n f o rmation, then a slice of knowledge, and
finally a pointy cap of wisdom (see Fi g u re 1) .
For decades the geospatial industry has been
busily building our pyramid’s ground floor.
We’ve also become quite good at turn i n g
our data into information, typically by
o rganizing it thematically in spatial data-
bases. Our built-up data and inform a t i o n
foundation is now supporting an emerg i n g
discipline of knowledge management that
integrates, distills, and analyzes inform a t i o n
s o u rces to support strategic decision making. 

This column investigates a few of the
tools of geospatial knowledge management:
semantic intero p e r a b i l i t y, rules-based data
d i s c o v e ry, and object-based generalization,
a reas where small re s e a rch teams and nim-
ble companies are defining the leading edge.

Ordnance Onto l o g y
The UK’s Ordnance Survey (OS) main-
tains a highly detailed geospatial dataset
called MasterMap that includes every
building footprint in the United Kingdom

(see “Ordnance Surv e y ’s MasterMap,”
Net Results, March 2005). Although
today OS identifies each of these millions
of polygons simply as “Building,” market
factors may lead the agency to expand
its model from storing only physical
f o rm to including both form and func-
tion. For example, in a future re l e a s e
OS may describe its “Building” poly-
gons with attributes such as “Commun-
ity Center,” “Shopping Center, ”
“Stadium,” or “Church.” 

To add such functional attribution
to its dataset, OS has some challenges
to surmount, such as cases where a build-
ing serves diff e rent functional purposes on
d i ff e rent days (e.g., a sports center that’s a
c h u rch on weekends). And a small gro u p
of OS re s e a rchers — Catherine Dolbear,
John Goodwin, and Hayley Mizen — also
anticipate a problem that could pre v e n t
uptake of Ordnance Survey data even
after the challenges of capturing a build-
i n g ’s core functional attributes are over-
come. They recognize that, because there
is no way of predicting all the possible
uses of OS data, MasterMap’s conceptual
model won’t match all of their potential
users’ conceptual models. Having to
adapt between incompatible models will
impede users’ ability to exploit OS data
to its full potential. 

For instance, what if an emerg e n c y
responder needs to identify buildings that
could serve as temporary shelters after a
flood? To a re s p o n d e r, the “Emerg e n c y
Shelter” attribute includes criteria such as:

n P rovides shelter to people;
n Has capacity for 500 people;
n Is located near main roads and 

t r a n s p o rt links;
n Is close to a large superm a r k e t ;
n Is located at least one-half mile from 

the disaster event (e.g., the flood 
z o n e ) ;

n Is readily accessible to public and 
local authorities; and

n Has facilities such as telephones, 
re s t rooms, seating, and heating.

The OS dataset models re a l - w o r l d
objects that satisfy these criteria, but
when the responder directly searches for
“ E m e rgency Shelter,” she probably won’t
find any buildings identified by that spe-
cific attribute. Her search will fail because
OS functional attribute names can’t anti-
cipate temporary usage of buildings (such
as stadiums or churches) as emerg e n c y
shelters, even if they are perfect candi-
dates for that use during a particular dis-
a s t e r. Similarly, although a building may
typically function as a shopping mall, it
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Figure 1. The data-to-wisdom pyramid illustrates
the challenge of modern life — refining large
volumes of raw data to acquire the more va l u a b l e
i n f o r m a t i o n , k n o w l e d g e, and (most rarely) wisdom
that rest upon that super-abundant but heteroge-
neous foundation.



might also fit the definition of an emer-
gency shelter, a terrorist target, or a
c o m m e rcial real estate listing, depending
on the user. How will OS model its data
to serve a disparate group of stakeholders,
including emergency responders, public
safety groups, real estate agents, and 
o t h e r s ?

Crafting a Common La n g u a g e
Recognizing that the emergency re s p o n-
d e r’s search would fail within today’s
knowledge management context, the OS
re s e a rch team is developing an altern a t i v e .
The team’s new method uses a knowledge
re p resentation approach that describes
the semantic meaning of the geospatial
datasets via ontologies (see “A Geospatial
Semantic Web,” Net Results, June 2005). 

The first step in the team’s appro a c h
is to capture the re s p o n d e r’s definition of
an emergency shelter in her own word s .
An ontology specialist then turns the
re s p o n d e r’s list of criteria into an emer-
gency shelter ontology (see Fi g u re 2). The
ontology is a formal stru c t u re naming
concepts and the relationships between
them, and has similarities to methodolo-
gies such as Unified Modeling Language,
but is designed to capture deeper seman-
tics and is capable of being tested for logi-
cal consistency.

The ontology then provides a bridge

between the language and meaning of 
an emergency responder and the more
generic stru c t u re of the OS spatial
dataset. For this to take place, the OS
data must have its own ontology pro v i d-
ing a re f e rence to its data’s common
t e rms and relationships (and the agency 
is actively acquiring re q u i rements for an
ontology covering what it calls the “topo-
graphic domain”). For the building poly-
gons’ functional uses, for instance, the

ontology might capture that “stadiums
have capacity for at least 300 people” 
or “civic buildings have re s t room and
telephone facilities” or “town halls are
roofed stru c t u re s . ”

Given these two formalized conceptual
frameworks — the re s p o n d e r’s and OS’
ontologies — the basis for intero p e r a t i o n
becomes possible. The responder needs
buildings with facilities such as re s t ro o m s
and telephones; by inference, the OS
ontology would identify which buildings
in its list of functional building uses have
such facilities. The responder needs build-
ings with roofs; by inference, the OS
ontology would identify those as well.
Because both conceptual frameworks are
in formal stru c t u res — or ontological
“languages” — the intero p e r a b i l i t y
enabling a query for emergency shelters
could be handled automatically by an
i n f e rence engine (see Fi g u re 3). Although
t h e re won’t necessarily be a one-to-one
match, OS has successfully tested this
a p p roach to answer the question,
“ W h e re are all the buildings that could 
be used as emergency shelters during the
N o rtham flood event?” (see Fi g u re 4). 
The resulting list gives our emerg e n c y
responder a manageable starting point

Figure 2. Emergency shelter ontology: Ordnance Survey’s semantic solution to interoperation of 
differing conceptual frameworks and a common spatial data source is to transform the domain
e x p e r t ’s conceptual model into a logical ontology. Crown copyright 2005.

Figure 3. Semantic architecture: With a logical ontology, Ordnance Survey can join concepts to instanti-
ated data using an inference engine to field questions about emergency shelters, even though the term
doesn’t exist explicitly do so in the Ordnance Survey dataset.
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for deciding which buildings she will 
put into use as emergency shelters. 

Rules and Refinement
OS is not alone in harnessing knowledge
management concepts for today’s geo-
spatial challenges. Geospatial solution
p rovider Laser-Scan was among the
exhibitors at OS’ recent “Te rra future ”
c o n f e rence, where Chief Scientist Paul
Watson and Product Manager Chris Ta g g
demonstrated their Radius Studio pro d-
uct. (Radius Studio is currently under-
going beta testing but will be generally
available in January 2006.) Whereas OS
uses ontologies to make searches more
flexible, Laser- S c a n ’s Radius Studio uses
ontologies to support rules-based data
integrity and fix-up pro c e d u re s .

Radius Studio exemplifies our indus-
t ry ’s climb up the data-to-wisdom pyra-
mid in that it enables comparison of
standalone datasets against one another.
Most practitioners are used to checking
an individual dataset’s quality — check-
ing its geometry for unclosed polygons,

overshoots, kickbacks, and a host of
other errors. Checks can also include
g e o m e t ry comparison and topologic
integrity checks within the same thematic
l a y e r, such as confirming that contiguous
boundaries never overlap. (GeoServ e r, a
f ree, open-source product, provides such
rules-based layer-specific integrity checks,

for instance.) As important to data qual-
ity as they are, these quality tests operate
at the information level of the pyramid.
L a s e r-Scan is helping users step up
another level to manage knowledge by
p roviding comparisons not just within
layers, but between them.

For instance, Radius Studio can store
business rules such as “Buildings must be
completely contained by zoning bound-
aries,” and then confirm the rules with
commands such as “Check each Building
object to confirm that at least one Zoning
o b j e c t ’s geometry contains that Building
o b j e c t ’s geometry.” Radius Studio pro-
vides non-technical users with an org a n-
ized interface (see Fi g u re 5) for building
a set of rules that Laser-Scan hopes will
empower domain experts (for instance,
h y d rologists or city planners) to work
d i rectly with spatial data rather than
t h rough technicians who may incorre c t l y
i n t e r p ret the experts’ domain rules. Such
domain experts may never realize that
they are building ontologies, but that’s
exactly what is happening behind the
s c e n e s .

Not only does Radius Studio provide 
a user-friendly window into ontology
design, but it can perf o rm “data-
d i s c o v e ry” queries against a collection
of layers, even without prior knowledge
of inter-layer relationships. In discovery
mode, Radius Studio looks for re p e a t e d

Net Results

Figure 4. A semantically supported Ordnance Survey dataset can answer the query, “ Find all the build-
ings that could be used as emergency shelters during the Northam flood event,” even if none of the
buildings are specifically attributed as “Emergency Shelters.”

Figure 5. L a s e r-
S c a n ’s Radius
Studio can check
and fix existing spa-
tial datasets or va l i-
date incoming up-
dates to clean data-
sets based on con-
textual rules. R a d i u s
Studio lets nontech-
nical users express
the spatial relation-
ships in this build-
ings and zoning
diagram using
nested logical state-
ments formatted for
easy interpretation.
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p a t t e rns such as “The majority of points
f rom the ‘Fire Stations’ layer are con-
tained by polygons from the ‘Building
Footprints’ layer,” or “Ninety-five per-
cent of the lines from the ‘Streets’ layer
have nodes matching the edges of a con-
taining polygon from the ‘Pavement’
l a y e r.” Then it’s up to the data adminis-
trator to verify whether these re l a t i o n-
ships re p resent intended rules or are
simply coincidental.

To perf o rm re s p e c t a b l y, Radius Studio
relies on Laser- Scan's topology engine
(also available in an associated Laser-
Scan product, Radius Topology), which
c o n v e rts geometric objects into topologic
s t ru c t u res for speedy processing when
testing complicated relationship rules. 
The Laser-Scan product line is designed
for use with Oracle spatial database
i m p l e m e n t a t i o n s .

The Big Pict u r e
Knowledge management isn’t limited
to the interoperability of diverse applica-
tions and related datasets. It also involves
distilling the essence from a large collec-
tion of information, as a data ware h o u s e
is designed to summarize and track
t rends in a companion transactional
database. Spatially, generalization means
reducing the detail of a layer or entire
data collection without losing its original
overall meaning. Spatial generalization
technology is also climbing the data-
to-wisdom pyramid, as evidenced by
another Laser-Scan product called 
C l a r i t y.

At the base of the data-to-wisdom
pyramid, the age-old generalization pro b-
lem is to remove a maximum number of
v e rtices from a line or polygon without
radically altering its general shape.

To d a y, such algorithms are better charac-
terized as tools for simplification or
“weeding” rather than generalization,
and remain useful as methods for
i m p roving rendering speed or re d u c i n g
the size of a single layer for use on a
handheld device with limited storage.

At the information level, generaliza-
tion should thin out data without chang-
ing its layer-specific topologic integrity.
Generalizing a street network layer
should not break any of the node-to-node
connections between originally joined-up
s t reet segments, for instance. But solu-
tions to problems at the data and infor-
mation levels are fairly well-established.

At the knowledge level, however,
generalization can be dangerous if the
algorithm is not aware of re l a t i o n s h i p s
between layers. For instance, without
re f e rence to relationship rules between
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Figures 6a–6c. The original data (a) show the road below the line of poles.
Generalization alters the road for clear recognition at larger scales, b u t
changes its relationship to the poles (b). L a s e r- S c a n ’s generalization solution
preserves the original relationship between the road and pole objects (c).

6a

6b

Figures 7a–7c. A Laser-Scan "mesoagent" generalizes the original
cluster of buildings (a) to remove extraneous detail (b), then combines sub-
groups of the cluster for clarity of display at a smaller scale (c).

7a

6c 7c

7b
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roads and utility lines, a line of telephone
poles that curves around the perimeter of
a road polygon could be generalized such
that it intersects the road or appears on
its opposite side (see Fi g u re 6). 

Another generalization challenge
involves combining similar features, actu-
ally reducing the number of re c o rds in a
l a y e r. For instance, at 1:2,500 scale a map
can comfortably include each footprint
in a cluster of 50 small buildings, but at
1:25,000 scale the same cluster could be
re p resented by just 10 exaggerated and
tightly clustered buildings to suggest the
same sort of settlement without cart o-
graphic confusion (see Fi g u re 7) .

L a s e r- S c a n ’s approach to these sophis-
ticated generalization challenges relies on
a relationship rule base, similar to that
used by Radius Studio, and algorithms
(that it calls “agents”) to generalize col-

lections of data at both “micro” and
“meso” levels. Microagents simplify
geometries independently of other
objects, while mesoagents evaluate
g roups of data in the same region, apply-
ing user-established rules and priorities to
achieve acceptable cartographic re s u l t s .

L a s e r- S c a n ’s customers re p o rt that the
results of generalization at the knowledge
management level still re q u i re review by
human eyes for specific cases, but that the
overall time savings can change the entire
m a p - p roduction cycle. For instance, the
F rench national mapping agency — the
Institut Geographique National (IGN) —
p roduces a variety of map products at
d i ff e rent scales, originally re q u i r i n g
about 1,200 hours per map sheet to
derive a 1:50,000-scale map series fro m
their more granular base data using
manual generalization techniques. Using

L a s e r- S c a n ’s Clarity solution, IGN
reduced the same process to 50 hours
of automated processing and 100 hours
of manual reworking per map sheet.

Word to the W i s e
OS and Laser-Scan provide examples of
an emerging industry shift up the pyra-
mid from data to information to knowl-
edge management. The trend is enabled
by the superabundance of data, the
o rganized storage of that data in re l a-
tional databases, and the growing evi-
dence that integrating corporate infor-
mation sources, both human and elec-
t ronic, results in a competitive advantage
over less interoperable players. Is it
p re m a t u re to wonder what the leap
f rom knowledge to wisdom will entail?
May we all still be around to see it. c
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